This is the VNCI
For nearly one hundred years,
the VNCI has provided the
foundation for the chemical
industry in the Netherlands.
Our mission:
> IMPROVE
the competitive strength of
the chemical industry
> STRENGTHEN
the license to operate
> CLARIFY
the social value of the sector
Promoting the interests of small
and medium-sized companies is
explicitly on the VNCI agenda
Frank Groenen, General Manager of Sachem Europe

The VNCI is a
valuable partner in
Dutch politics
Marjan van Loon, Chief Executive
of Shell Netherlands

Powerful voice
The VNCI knows the sector inside-out and
acts as a spokesperson for the chemical
industry in the Netherlands. We promote
and convey the interests of our members
to ministries, politicians and other stake
holders. The VNCI gives the chemical
industry a powerful voice in the Dutch
employer’s association VNO-NCW and the
European sector organisation Cefic.
Virtually every chemical company in the
Netherlands – whether big or small – is a
member of the VNCI.
That gives the association considerable clout!
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Extensive support

CHEMICAL COMPANIES
AFFILIATED DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECTLY

Active and committed

What we do for you
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Promote your interests:

The VNCI solved
our problem

We are the designated point of contact
for the chemical industry for ministers,

Emre Kaya, General Manager
of Organik Kimya Netherlands

members of parliament, government
officials and other stakeholders.
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Expand your
network:

The VNCI puts you
into contact with
other chemical companies,
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Our advisers, your source of knowledge:

government agencies, politicians, scientists
and other relevant stakeholders.

The experienced experts of the VNCI are fully
up-to-date on relevant developments that can affect
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your company. During meetings, we inform you about

Keep you fully up to date:

the latest developments and provide you with tools for
dealing with new legislation
and regulations.

Our website, monthly Chemie
Magazine, newsletter and various
working
and policy

groups keep you up
to speed on relevant
developments for
your company.
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Put the chemical
industry on the map:
The VNCI highlights
the importance
of the chemical

industry in the media, at
conferences and in communications with
stakeholders.
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Save you money:
Defending common
interests and offering
free meetings
and discounts on

numerous products and services through the VNCI
Member Advantage Program saves your company
a considerable amount of money.

The VNCI gives me
access to the right
network

Cor Kamminga, Director of BioBTX

For the latest news,
visit our website at

www.vnci.nl

